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Named a Best Cookbook of the Year by Epicurious. “Stratou approaches Greek food in a soulful
and imaginative way.” —Alice WatersIn Cooking with Loula, Alexandra Stratou invites readers
into her Greek family’s kitchen, revealing their annual traditions and bringing their recipes to life—
with touching remembrances of Kyria Loula (Kyria means “Mrs.” in Greek), the woman who
cooked for three generations of Stratou’s family and who taught her that the secret ingredient in
any beloved dish is the spirit the cook brings with her to the kitchen.Many classic dishes are
represented here, such as pastitsio and dolmades, as well as inventive, unconventional
creations such as a green salad with avocado, apple, and Dijon mustard and a spinach gnocchi
in which feta cheese appears alongside Gorgonzola. The nearly 100 recipes are all hearty and
unfussy, and organized the way real home cooks think, with chapters for simple, healthful
weekday dishes; more languorous Sunday meals; and traditional holiday fare. With hundreds of
mouthwatering photographs and whimsical illustrations, this book is truly a gem.“Loula is, at
times, charming and chatty and warm and tragic and sloppy and comforting and frustrating and
familiar, just like family. At all times, it is delicious.” —Epicurious“This is not just another Greek
cookbook—it is a cookbook with heart.” —Booklist“Stratou’s unique and intensely personal
cookbook is a breath of fresh air. Highly recommended.” —Library Journal

“Top 10 Cooking & Food Books for Spring 2016.”—Publishers Weekly“Real Greek home
cooking: healthy, homey, traditional, and seasoned here with Stratou’s stories.”—
BookPage“Chapter titles (e.g., Weekdays, Sundays, Traditions, Essential Recipes) will make
perfect sense to home cooks, who will find it easy to determine which dishes can be made every
day and which meals should be saved for weekends and special occasions. There’s a handy
chart that orders all the recipes by cooking time, as well as an array of inviting, unfussy
photographs. VERDICT: Stratou’s unique and intensely personal cookbook is a breath of fresh
air. Highly recommended.”—Library Journal“This is not just another Greek cookbook—it is a
cookbook with heart.”—Booklist“Stratou approaches Greek food in a soulful and imaginative
way that honors the generations of cooks who have come before her.”—Alice Waters --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorAlexandra Stratou, an
Athens native, attended the Luis Irizar Cooking School in San Sebastián, Spain, after graduating
with a bachelor of arts from Brown University in 2006. Stratou has worked in restaurant kitchens
both in Spain and Greece. She self-published the original edition of Cooking with Loula (then
called Cooking to Share) through a Kickstarter campaign in 2013. Currently based in Athens,
she travels the world as a chef, creating events large and small, in both public and private
spheres under her brand, Cooking to Share. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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Cooking with LoulaGreek Recipes from My Family to YoursAlexandra StratouNew YorkAnd then
the day came,when the risk to remain tightin a bud was more painfulthan the risk it took to
blossom.—Anaïs NinTo Kyria Loula, who cooked the food I ate growing up, and Giagia Sofia,
who taught me the importance of family.ContentsThere Is a LandForewordIntroductionA Place
to StartWeekdaysSundaysSummer HolidaysTraditionsEssential RecipesLeaps of FaithTo Kyria
LoulaTo Giagia SofiaEnd NoteRecipe List by Time and CourseIndexAbout the AuthorThere Is a
LandThere is a land.One land, governed by invisible laws.Laws written in the wrinkles of the
people.In the tales told, untold, by mouths in whispers within walls of territory known,
unknown.Fleeting free moment, where that one land appears just as it is to eyes awaiting to
be.The words, the lives, the food that form a bridge that can be walked upon and tasted.I travel
back and forth to past and present time.To a future that is mine to make, with eyes that saw that
one that is.She visited her own then, with me today.She crossed those lines as I do now.We
went there holding hands into that past unknown to me.They were then aristocratic, she was
poor.Grand as they were, they feasted and they who served them filled their empty insides as
they could with what was left.Lovingly she does recall, not bitter like today, when the middle has
been found and lost to a new divide of aristocratic poor.I am convinced with every passing day
that this divide no longer shall endure.The time has come for one land to be one, not to my eyes
but to all eyes and somehow, unknown to me today, there shall be food for all.ForewordGreece,
the cradle of Western civilization, taught mankind many of the most important principles of life—
among them was the value of cooking and sharing food with others.When Alexandra told me of
her intention to create a book based on her experiences of family and food, I understood that
she would be honoring the rituals with which she was raised and capturing the legacy of her
beloved teacher, Kyria Loula.This is not a typical Greek cookbook, like those tourists buy to
remember the meals they had by the sea. This book allows us to enter the kitchen of a Greek
family that enjoys sharing, revealing their cherished annual traditions, and their ingredients, and
their life cycles. It inspires us to cook and, above all, to share.As I hold this book in my hands, the
image of a relay race comes to mind in which one passes a baton to the next receptive hand. In
a similar fashion, the family seed, a farmer’s most precious inheritance, is handed down from
generation to generation.The task of gathering the knowledge of our ancestors is respectful and
insightful; transmitting it—riddled with stories—is an act of generosity that contributes to the
preservation of cultural diversity. Cultures of people, rooted to the land where they are born and
from which they obtain their precious produce. Food artisans, who, each season—to the delight
of cooks, foodies, and apprentice kitchen magicians alike—fill the markets with their
produce.Why does food become a channel for memory? Food made well and shared is an act of
surrender, care, and love, while at the same time a celebration of color, rhythm, community,
excitement, happiness, and pleasure. Who does not want to be part of this celebration?
Generations unite over steaming pots, hands work skillfully with decisiveness, and all is flooded



with marvelous aromas. These same aromas, gestures, and traditions transport us, time and
time again, to that uniquely magical moment of creation and offering. Sharing this legacy with
others is a gift, one for which I shall always be grateful.—VISI IRIZAR, director of theLuis Irizar
Cooking School,San Sebastián, SpainIntroductionMost of the time, cooks wait until they
become renowned before they decide to write a cookbook, and everyone waits in anticipation
until they can buy the book to make all their delicious recipes. I am starting the other way around.
I went to the Luis Irizar Cooking School in San Sebastián, Spain, and, a few years later, I bring
this cookbook to life.Cooking with Loula is a result of my love of food, but also my love of words;
food is the means I use to bring people together, and words are what I use to express the things
that I see in life as enchanting. In this book you will find a collection of my family’s Greek recipes,
surrounded by my ideas on food. Everything is presented through my lens and with my
aesthetic, both of which have been heavily influenced by what I have been exposed to growing
up.The idea for this endeavor was born after spending time with my eldest cousin, Alexia, and
her then one-year-old daughter, Nefeli. It occurred to me that with our family cook, Kyria Loula,
getting too old to cook for us, our working mothers with little time on their hands, and the older
members of our family, who connect us to our roots, dwindling, there would be no way to share
the tastes of our childhood with the newest addition. I felt the urge to collect these significant
pieces of our past and pass them on to various family members to share with their own families,
in the hope that these pieces could contribute to the building of their own sense of belonging,
just as they have contributed to mine.The process of collecting recipes began with weekly visits
to Kyria Loula’s home, where she offered not only recipes, but also direct access to my family’s
world from an outsider’s perspective. Kyria Loula—Kyria meaning “Mrs.” in Greek—started
working at my great-grandmother’s house at a very young age, and then cooked for different
members of my family on a weekly basis. She passed away while I was writing this book, so my
great-aunt filled in the majority of the missing recipes, while the people who had worked with
Kyria Loula in the kitchens of our homes contributed details that I could not have otherwise
recovered. My great-uncle, who in my eyes embodies that which I call family, talked and still talks
to me about my family in general, about the people I never met, and the things that happened
before my birth. My first cousins brought some of the recipes in this book to life by sharing their
food-related memories. Giagia Sofia, my grandmother, who will never know about this book, is
responsible for creating a lot of my family memories. She is the person who gathered us, without
exception, on Sundays for family lunch, and the one who overcame the differences and
difficulties that families are often characterized by in a way I admire. My parents upheld our
family’s food rituals and made sure that I participated in them actively. As a result, the recipes,
stories, and sentiments in this book are the product of a combined effort made by various
important people in my life.As a Greek who has had many foreign influences throughout my life—
I went to a very British school in Greece, had a Scottish nanny, and studied in the United States
and Spain—I discovered in the writing of this book that it is food that has created a cultural home
within me and has been the source of identity I always thought I lacked. I came to realize that it is



vital to integrate the past you have known with the person you are today and the person you wish
to be tomorrow. This is a process that entails looking at what you have lived, seeing your
experiences exactly as they are, and choosing whether you want to move beyond them, leave
them right where they are, keep them close, or put them in a special place for future
reference.Apart from being a personal food memoir, this book is meant to encourage you to
relate to one another through something as basic as a meal and the memories thereof. The
recipes you will find here are tried and tested. They have passed through the kitchens of three
generations and are still revered. They are the foods that shaped my palate and have taught me
what I like and do not like. They are healthy and homey and traditional, but not without
refinement.In order to write this cookbook I asked many questions, heard many stories, thought
for hours about food, and consulted people inside my family and out. In doing so, I came to the
conclusion that this cookbook is as much about my family as any other. We all have our own
stories, our own tastes, our own memories, but no matter what they are, when talking about
them we speak the same language. The places of the past we travel to are highly personal, but
the journey is universal.As a core element of who we are, food is a great place to start on this
journey of self-exploration, and as this cookbook has proven an invaluable companion in forging
my own path, I can only wish for it to have the same impact on yours.I welcome you to my world
and the atmosphere of remembrance that I have tried to create. I hope you hold this book in your
hands and take some time—not only to cook, but also to contemplate, and to think, not about
my past and what it means to me, but rather about your past and what it means to you. Cooking
with Loula is about cooking, but ultimately, it is about what happens when people come together
to eat the food that has been cooked. It is about the conversations that take place and the
feelings that arise in the sharing of a meal without pretention. Cooking with Loula is an offering to
others.A Place to StartCooking is intricately connected to time; it is about the total time you need
to go from start to finish, but also what you do with the time that’s in between. It is about how you
interact with what you cook, how much you listen to yourself as you are working, how present
you are, and how much attention you give to the process.Often during my recipe-collecting
sessions with Kyria Loula, she skipped over valuable details that had become so ingrained in
her over the years that she didn’t think it was necessary to mention them. One of my challenges
was to extract all of these little secrets, and my favorite part of the process was getting her to
share what she heard the food tell her. After years of cooking and observing food as it cooks,
she knew when a stew was asking for more water, or the onions were crying out to be drowned
in wine, or the ground meat had had enough of being stuck to the bottom of the frying pan and
was ready for tomatoes and water.When writing each of the recipes, I wanted to communicate
all of these small but important details, without overelaborating and scaring you away with huge
amounts of text. So in the next few pages, you will find a distillation of her most important advice,
along with some contributions of mine—things that I have picked up in my few years of
experience that I think will make all the difference to your cooking.Pantry StaplesIn order to
make the dishes in this book everyday options, your pantry needs to be stocked with some basic



ingredients that often appear in these recipes.Extra-virgin olive oilRed or white onionsSea
saltPastaBlack peppercornsBread or crackersAllspice berriesBreadcrumbsBay leavesAll-
purpose flourDried oreganoGranulated and powdered sugarGarlicHoneyGround
cinnamonLarge farm-fresh eggsJuniper berriesGreek yogurtCanned diced tomatoesA young
yellow cheese, such as a mild Graviera or GruyèreTomato pasteStock, homemade (see here to
here) or store-boughtPotatoesFrame of MindJust as important as the ingredients you use is the
frame of mind you adopt when you go out to buy them. Try to adhere to these guidelines, as they
will bring you closer to the experience of eating and cooking in Greece.• Get to know your local
farmers and producers so that you can source quality ingredients and support local initiatives.•
Stand by your personal preferences. Do not choose convenience over quality.• Make sustainable
and ethical decisions when choosing ingredients.• Use your senses—touch, sight, and smell—
in order to select the best meat, fish, and produce.• Find out what vegetables are available
locally and in what months of the year, and use out-of-season ingredients only in moderation.•
When buying imported Mediterranean ingredients, buy them when they are in season in the
Mediterranean. (See “Cooking with the Seasons.”)• Try to find local alternatives to the suggested
Greek products, or find small Greek producers exporting quality produce.Cooking TipsCooking
is much more than just knowing how to follow a recipe. It’s a process; it is about starting a
conversation with food, developing a language with the ingredients, and watching and learning
how they interact.• Prepare the scene. Start by setting out your ingredients.• Add a little salt at
the beginning of the cooking process and salt your food to taste at the end.• Whenever you use
tomatoes, let your mixture boil vigorously until nearly all liquid evaporates.• Add some sugar if
your sauce ends up tasting too acidic.• Use your stovetop’s smallest burner when making a
stew.• Meat goes through two phases when stewed: hard and then soft. Give it time to go
through this cycle.• Never add all of the water to a recipe at once; do so little by little.• Do not use
too much olive oil when you cook; drizzle as much as you like on the cooked dish before
serving.• Use freshly ground black pepper unless otherwise specified.• When adding alcohol to
a recipe, boil it until you can’t perceive the alcohol when you inhale the vapor at a safe distance
from the pot. Inhale at various times as it boils.• Do not cook in a hurry!• To sauté or brown: Place
your pan on the heat, add a thin layer of oil, heat the oil, and then add the ingredient you want to
sauté.• Replace store-bought products with their homemade counterparts, whenever you have
the time to make them.• Bless your food when you reach the point where it could turn into a
success or a failure.Note: Both U.S. and metric measurements have been provided throughout
the book, and have in some cases been rounded off for ease of use.Essential ToolsHere is the
complete list of tools (minus the electrical appliances) that I used to cook and test each recipe in
this book. I include it here because even if this is by definition a Greek cookbook, I also consider
it a starting point from which you can learn basic cooking techniques, begin to experiment with
your own tastes, and build your own traditions. The first step in this process is to equip your
kitchen with the essential tools you’ll need.1. Baking pans11. Rolling pin2. Frying pans12.
Small metal milk pot3. Glass baking dish13. Small saucepan4. Grater14. Spatula5. Large



chef’s knife15. Springform cake pan6. Large saucepan or stockpot with lid16. Colander7. Loaf
pan17. Tongs8. Measuring cup18. Tsoukali (clay oven dish with lid) or Dutch oven9. Mixing
bowls19. Whisk10. Paring knife20. Wooden spoonCooking with the SeasonsA Mediterranean
Fruit and Vegetable GuideSpringAlmondsOnionsAmaranth
GreensOrangesArtichokeParsleyButterhead LettucePistachiosDandelionPotatoesFennel
BulbsRomaine LettuceGarlicRosemaryGreen PeasScallionsLemonsSpinachMandarin
OrangesStrawberriesMintWalnutsOlivesSummerAlmondsLemonsAmaranth
GreensMelonApplesMintApricotsNectarinesBasilOlivesBeet
GreensOnionsBeetsParsleyCeleryPeachesCherriesPearsCucumbersPistachiosDamson
PlumsPlumsDillPotatoesEggplantsRed Bell
PeppersFigsRosemaryGarlicStrawberriesGrapesTomatoesGreen BeansWalnutsGreen Bell
PeppersWatermelonGreen PeasZucchiniFallAlmondsLeeksAmaranth
GreensLemonsApplesMandarin OrangesBasilMintBeet
GreensOlivesBeetsOnionsBroccoliOrangesButterhead LettuceParsleyCarrotsPearsCauliflowerPi
stachiosCeleriacPomegranatesCeleryPotatoesChestnutsRed CabbageDamson PlumsRomaine
LettuceDillRosemaryFennel
BulbsScallionsGarlicSpinachGrapefruitTomatoesGrapesWalnutsGreen BeansWinter
SquashGreen CabbageWinterAlmondsLeeksApplesLemonsBeetsMandarin OrangesBroccoliOli
vesCarrotsOnionsCauliflowerOrangesCeleriacPistachiosCeleryPotatoesChestnutsRed
CabbageFennel BulbsSpinachGarlicWalnutsGrapefruitWinter SquashGreen
CabbageWeekdaysEating well on a weekday is about planning. With limited time on our hands
during the workweek, it is easy to default to ordering in or cooking up dishes that require no time
at all to make. Once in a while, this way of eating can be gratifying, though I believe that it cannot
build a taste of home. The recipes in this chapter thus vary in complication. Some dishes are so
simple they are easily made in under half an hour on days you just do not feel like cooking;
others are more elaborate.Weeknight dinners in my house were spent at the table with my older
brother and my parents. These were moments where we coexisted just as we were: tired, happy,
sad, talkative, or silent. The dinners we ate were cooked on Mondays by Kyria Loula, stored in
the freezer, and later defrosted. I remember my mother talking on the phone every Sunday night
with Kyria Loula, figuring out the food for the upcoming week. My mother was very adamant that
we have a balanced diet, and together they tried to keep things interesting.Weekdays are about
ingredients that speak for themselves and offer nutrition to our body and soul. Unlike a weekend
meal, a weekday meal is most definitely not a feast, but contributes substantially to our basic
subsistence. In my eyes, weekday meals are daily moments of repose, where we can take in
what was lost during the day, literally and metaphorically.SoutzoukakiaSpiced Meatballs in
Tomato SauceThis is one of the first traditional meals I made away from home, while in my
senior year at college. I wanted to share the flavor with my roommate, so I called home to get the
recipe. I find that when someone tells you a recipe, they tell you a story. You feel the atmosphere
around the cook who makes it, and this atmosphere, when carried into your kitchen, is the



ingredient that will make all the difference to the taste. serves • 8 to 10 time • Under 2 hours1
small potato, peeled and cut into 1-inch pieces1 large onion, peeled and cut into 1-inch pieces3
cloves garlic2 slices stale bread, crusts removed and slices soaked in water1 pounds (750
grams) ground beef1 large egg2 tablespoons white wine vinegar2 teaspoons ground cuminSalt
and pepperAll-purpose flour, for dredgingExtra-virgin olive oil1 large eggplant, finely diced½ cup
(140 grams) tomato paste
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Terry Biehl, “Gorgeous recipes and time-tested techniques!. I love the photographs and the
descriptions of the food!The author wished to pass on family recipes that were produced by their
family cook before she died.These recipes have been through three generations of this family
and they are tested by time.The beginning of the book lists each recipe along with how much
time it takes to prepare and cook each one so you can time everything for a meal.There is also a
listing of pantry staples to have on hand to cook these recipes.The author included some
cooking tips which will make these recipes turn out correctly.The recipes are very exacting - they
list all of the necessary ingredients along with describing how to mix and prepare each
ingredient according to how big a Greek meatball should be, how much oil it should be cooked
in, how it's' texture should be, and how to keep the ingredients from being overlooked.Because
of this, the recipes should turn out the same no matter who is doing the cooking. These
techniques should work out well for a beginning cook as well as a more experienced cook.Some
of the recipes include tips at the bottom of the page that give substitutions for ingredients which
is helpful if you can't find the original ones.”

Mitochondriac, “A Greek cookbook with a heart. This book rocks - the beautiful philosophical
statements and memories of her childhood surrounded by family mimic my own - it's even a cut
above most cookbooks because the author is a trained chef - it is now my go to gift for any of my
nieces - oh, and the recipes taste great!”

buffs17, “Good cookbook, hate the binding.. This is a good cookbook with recipes that really
embody the Greek culture. However, don't be surprised when your book comes without a real
binding though. I know the binding (or lack of) and partial book jacket is supposed to add to the
"vibe" of the cookbook, but I am definitely not a fan and am afraid the book will quickly fall apart.”

Mrs.Threadneedles, “Five Stars. heartwarming book with exceptional recipes. Don’t bother with
another overrated Greek cuisine book.  Get this one.”

Reader in Alabama, “Greek cooking at its best.. Enjoyed the personal stories some I wish were
longer.  All the recipes sound great.”

Mary A. Stathis, “IT'S all Greekto me!. I. Gave it a a gift,but as a grek woman. The recipes were
what i grew up with. I gave the book to my niece,so she can continue the tradition”

Ebook Library Reader, “Greek home cooking at it's best!. This book reminds me of every Greek
kitchen I have had the pleasure to be invited into. Everything so fresh and the aromas so
enticing! Simple home recipes that satisfy.”



Melanie T. Dobbs, “Great cookbook! Found while visiting Atlantis Books on Santorini. Great
cookbook! Found while visiting Atlantis Books on Santorini, they advertised it as the best Greek
cookbook they've found in years. (I bought too many other books there, so was thankful to find it
here upon my return) Recipes thus far have been terrific. I purchased this used and was
surprised to find the spine of the book missing, but that hasn't kept me from reading and
cooking.”

Maria, “Go-to recipe book for dinner parties!. I really love this book! I gave it as a present to my
boyfriend who loves cooking and greek food and it has become our go-to recipe book when we
are having dinner parties!”

Ebook Library Reader, “One of the best compilations of Greek cuisine. Excellent. Classic Greek
home cooking”

Eleni Dendrinou, “The best Greek cooking book. It is one of the best traditional Greek cooking
books, which is very rare to find these days. This every day Greek cuizine cooking is perfect. It
is difficult to find the original recipes of the cooking of our mothers and grandmothers who
excelled in the Mediterannean diet for a long and healthy living. All recipes are correct, detailed,
exact, easy to follow. The relevant story which accompanies every recipe gives a warm and
loving family atmosphere, whereby all members gathered around a dinner table, enjoying the
food during the usual ritual of Sundays lunches.”

Angie T., “Delicieux. Les recettes sont faciles a realiser avec des aliments faciles a trouver et
elles sont absolument delicieuses, je recommande chaudement...”

The book by Tekada John has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 44 people have provided feedback.
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